2007 - 2008 School Year.

**Performing Arts**

*Project Grow*: Estuary on Wheels from The Lloyd Center of Dartmouth  
*Kindergarten*: Eyes on Owls  
*First Grade*: Animals in the Winter from the Franklin Park Zoo  
*Second Grade*: Having Fun with Fossils and Dinosaurs and  
a One-month aquarium from the Biomes Marine Biology Center  
*Third Grade*: Wampanoag visitor from Plimoth Plantation  
*Fourth Grade*: Now Voyager Ancient China and  
a Marco Polo presentation by Marc Levitt  
*Fifth Grade*: Author Edward Lodi’s Ghost Stories of New England and  
Abigail Adams presentation

**Zeiterion Theatre**

*Kindergarten and First Grade*: Max & Ruby  
*Second Grade*: Dr. Doolittle  
*Third and Fifth Grades*: Wampanoag Nation  
*Fourth Grade*: Toying with Science  
*Sixth Grade*: Anne of Green Gables